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ABOUT US

Tunadan was established in 1991 and since 
then it has succeeded many different 
projects in different region of 
Europe.Tunadan is a prominent specialist in 
all forms of metal manufacturing, steel 
construction  and piping works both in 
carbon steel and stainless steel.

With our 30-year  experience, computer 
aided designing team, skilled engineers, 
qualified craftsman and certified welders, 
we provide outstanding service to our 
clients. Our service and products offerings 
have expanding immensely to fit the ever 
changing needs of our existing and new 
customers.

Tunadan’s greatest asset is our clients and 
our only measure of success is our clients’ 
appreciation



PRODUCTS
The items that we manufacturing in the 
field of pig housing equipments are 
mainly as follows;

- Farrowing pens
- Mating units
- Gestation units
- Gates & Fences & Posts
- Coupligs, fittings, bolts and screws
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ADVANTAGES 
- European producer
- Perfect locatio
-Well equipped plant situated in Menemen close to
2 international harbour (Izmir port and Aliaga port).
- Short lead time and just in time
- Reasonable prices
- Flexible payment term
- Storage opportunities
- Meet your urgent and unexpected orders as well as 
planned ones.







CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTION 
- We can produce tailor made solutions due to    
our flexible production process and customer 
apporach
- Based on clients needs documentation
- Individual labelling and packaging with EPALs
-Direct delivery to your customers warehouse.
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QUALITY
Quality control develops and encourages quality 
consciousness among the employees in the 
factory which is greatly heplful in achreving 
desired level of quality in the product. So that full 
clients satisfaction.
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